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About This Content

This DLC is not compatible with an account created outside of Steam.

Have you just started your way in World of Warships? Would like a nice boost to save your time and efforts? Or are you fond
of collecting ships? Exclusive Starter Pack DLC offers you a wonderful set of bonuses, suitable for all these situations… and

more!

 Ishizuchi: Get a magnificent Premium Japanese Tier IV battleship! She is perfectly balanced for a comfortable start,
with high speed and an impressive artillery. Note that Premium ships are unique and fully equipped, in addition to other
benefits such as XP conversion, no penalties for Commander’s transfer, etc.

Port slot: Don’t worry about a lack of space in your port!

Commander with 6 skill points: Hire a professional who can learn a variety of useful skills to enhance the
performance of your ship. You can tune your gameplay style by distributing the points how you see fit!

Main Armaments Mod I: An upgrade that increases survivability and accelerates repairs of the main battery and (if
you mount it on a ship which has them) torpedo tubes.

Damage Control System mod I: An upgrade that reduces the risk of flooding or fires.
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5x Steam containers: Exclusive boxes that grant three random items from the list below:

250 Doubloons
5х Steam camouflages
5,000 Free XP
World of Warships Premium Account for 1 day
Ship Signals (Zulu, Zulu Hotel, Papa Papa, Juliet Charlie, November Foxtrot)

25x Steam camouflages: Unique Steam-exclusive designs that provide nice bonuses, such as

+75% to ship XP per battle
+75% to Сommander XP per battle
+75% to free XP per battle
-3% to detectability range by sea
+4% to maximum dispersion of shells fired by the enemy attacking your ship

Steam memorable flag: Show your love for Steam with a special flag bearing its logo!
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Title: World of Warships - Exclusive Starter Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Wargaming Group Limited
Publisher:
Wargaming Group Limited
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x86

Processor: Core2Duo 2.7 GHz, AMD Athlon II 3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8800GT/9600GT, IntelHD 4000, NVIDIA GeForce 620M, AMD Radeon HD 4650

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 37 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 9.0c

English,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Italian,Simplified
Chinese,Ukrainian
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45 minutes or so into the game, I ran into a bug with an endless walk cycle causing the game to become unresponsive, aside
from the old Alt+F4. After about 2 hours, I ran into it at the morgue. I looked around a bit for known issues and fiddled with
my settings a bit, but...

This game is just OK. It's got some mood. However, there is a lot of padding, especially with how you have to go back and forth
to pick things up, every screen padded with having to wait until the character finishes their walk cycle.

If you're really into adventure games and not running Windows 10, this might work for you. I just don't think it's worth it.. This
is really a delightful game in the tradition of classic adventure games. If you're familiar with the King's Quest series you'll even
notice some direct allusions and homages.
The graphics imitate that classic style and the music, voice acting and dialogue are all very good (lots of Scots voice actors). I
did turn off the narrator though, I couldn't handle someone slowly reading the description whenever I clicked on anything.
In terms of weak points, the game is on the short side and the puzzles are pretty easy (I finished the game in 3.5 hours).
Speaking of puzzles (most of which are inventory based), the designers did a good job of giving clues and letting you know
when you were on the right track but hadn't quite gotten it right.
One more inventive aspect of the game is that, playing as Finn the bard, you have a lute and can play a number of songs (you
learn more as the game progresses--this part is a lot like Loom). Playing the right song in the right situation is often necessry to
progress. But going back and experimenting, I noticed that trying out songs in different places can spark interesting interactions
I missed the first time around and even help you perform one or two additional good deeds. So there are a few secrets to
uncover that lend the game a little replay value.. I really wanted to like this game, it has a lot of potential - I can see the concept
that was envisioned somewhere underneath the unfortunately messy experience this has otherwise turned out to be. For what it
is, it's a fun little metroidvania-style game about exploring a randomized house layout, finding blueprints for new gear, crafting
your base and leveling up your character by investing "bolts (the ingame currency)" in different parts of your character,
changing the visuals and stats of how you look.

Now that sounds great! And I bet it was, on paper. The truth however appears to be that while the idea is quite good and they
really aren't THAT far off the mark with it, the mistakes that are made are big enough for me to not want to finish this game,
despite playing it for nearly 15 hours.

So what's bugging me about this otherwise brilliant-sounding game? The randomization is TOO MUCH! While I love the way it
is applied to the layout of the world, it also appears to be imposed not only on quest rewards (giving me an insane weapon right
at the start of the game) but also in the order you recieve blueprints. Now these things might not sound like a huge deal to you,
until you realize how the blueprint system works, needing you to collect all the previous blueprints for a weapon before you can
craft it. Not checking what the player already is in posession of, means you end up waiting forever to get that one last blueprint
you need, then immediately skipping through all of the weapons that you COULD have had much earlier, completely throwing
out what would otherwise have been a really cool sense of constant progression.

It doesn't help that the story is very messy, characters repeating each other constantly and a good dose of pseudo-science thrown
in for good measure (I realize this is a matter of taste, but if you insist on using scientific terms, at least make sure you aren't
just saying nonsense, you can make still make it SOUND probable). And then there's the base-building which seems completely
arbitrary and not transparent at all. The causes and effects in play are really non-transparent, making it feel like you invest in-...
Well that's still hard to really tell.
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To top it all off, most of the boss fights are really suffering from frustratingly poor mechanics, like a tree that grabs you with no
means of escape, yet it still hits you with full damage, or a flying guy who goes off into some corner of a HUGE room with little
to no indication of where he is, leaving you with three-four seconds to poke him until he flies off again.

It's been a while since I wrote any reviews but I felt like this game needed one - not because I don't think you should hold off on
buying it forever necessarily, but because there's so much untapped potential in this title and it frustrates me to no end. I want to
see this title correct all these mistakes because I know that it'll be a genuinely great game once past that. That's easier said than
done of course, but it doesn't keep me from hoping just a little bit that this might get through to the developers and they'll think
about how they can improve the game, maybe starting by removing the base-building mechanic in favor of something MUCH
simpler and more comprehensive.. A hidden gem amongs the many FPS games out there, although the checkpoint system is
really weird but the game is fun and challenging so I let it slide.. Although I feel that the movement has some issues it is a very
fun, laid back game.. Game is terrible. Worse than most 18+ flash games on newgrounds. Should probably just play one of
those. Gameplay is terrible and there's no rewardin nudity.. This is technically not a good game. But is it a game at all?

It is mostly a VR experiment with the goal of political awareness.

I would probably rate this down, because technically it's quite poorly executed. But due to the amount of conspiracy theory and
racist comments around here I am inclined to rate it up for the sake of rationality. If you think politics should not interfere with
steam in any way, while people around here clearly spread hatred and ignorance by calling civilists or even little children
terrorists you should really check if your priorities are in a healthy state.

You find more insights in the game here: http://motherboard.vice.com/read/virtual-reality-is-bringing-the-syrian-war-to-life

Rate this up if you hate Right Wing Bigots. Thanks.. Me and another dude (enemy) dropping in the same place, he picks up a
"hand-cannon" which literally is a HAND CANNON, I pick up a medieval knight shield. He shoots once and falls, I jump on
him and bash him with the shield in the head while he can't get up.

11/10 funny moments.
10/10 Would pick up shields over anything.. The game is fun for what it is and provides a bit of "I am so bored I will play a
facebook app" fun. But that's just the thing, there is a free version of this basically anywhere browser gaming is. I do not
recommend this game to anyone for that reason.. I loved the game but for the price even for a progogue was to short. As i just
got used to the controls the game was over. But the consept and controls are great. I personaly recomend not buying till the price
goes down to a 3 or 4 $ price range
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It's good and adds useful new parts and a mission system but the upcoming breaking ground DLC looks like it will be better..
Ok, I've always been somebody who actually likes Steam greenlight. It gives people the chance to have their efforts seen, and
get themselves out there a bit. You never know when a nice little gem will be found.
But this is an example of Greenlight gone wrong...

It's a simple little platformer, decent enough on the surface, but my god is it infuriating to play.
The background is confusing, often making you unsure of what can and can't be stood on, and what will and won't hurt you.
The same with objects. Pick up the green swirly things, but don't touch the identical looking pink\/white swirly things, because
they hurt.
Those dangerous looking explosions on the floor? They're perfectly safe bounce pad things!
Enemies: They're pretty much all stationary turrets. Some can be destroyed when shot, some can't. No real indication of whether
or not one can be until you try.
Water will either hurt you, instantly kill you, or allow you to swim in it. The only way to find out which it will be is to jump in!
Even the final screen of the game is terrible. It says the end, and tries to thank you for playing, but half of the text goes off the
screen! Are you serious??

The biggest redeeming feature (if you can call it redeeming) is that there seems to be no lives system, and checkpoints are
everywhere, so you never lose much\/any progress.
So you can push your way through if you have the patience for the horrible level design, and inconsistent mechanics, but there's
little reason to.... Probably one of the best VNs here on Steam, at least one of the most unique for sure! I can recommend it for
pretty much anyone who is into kinetic or visual novels because it has all in one: story, characters, music and style.. Status: Not
Completed

Presentation

It looks and plays like a NES game...well, not really. Some effects are too advanced, sprites have too many colors and the
controls menu shows a classic 3-button Genesis controller. Which is nice, because I'd choose it over NES controller anytime, but
it also looks out of place. I guess that's because you need not two, but three buttons.

The art is amazing and animations are nice, everything looks clean, sharp, colourful and just speaks “high quality”.

Story

What story?

Sound / Music

The same high quality, they're authentic just like the graphics. They do their work and there's nothing wrong with them, but I
can't say I remember any music from the game after playing it.

Gameplay

The game feels like a rehash of the old hits (Joe and Mac, Adventure Island, etc.), but it knows what it is and you shouldn't
expect anything new here either.

It's a simple platform game. The healthbar you have depletes over time and depletes even more then an enemy hits you. You
need to collect food on your way throughout the level to stay alive. If you die, you just return to the beginning of the level, there
are no lives or continues. But the game gets really harder because of that meter and on later levels you don't even think about
exploration, you just run to the end of the level, collecting all food you can get and trying to avoid enemies or anything else. If
you were born to be a speedrunner, that would be great for you, but for everyone else (including me) that can be a major flaw.

Controls are simple and responsive – you have a button to jump (of course), a button for basic weapon and a button for special
ability (useful while riding a dinosaur).
The game stands by its name fully – you'll see a lot of dinos here which you can ride (and use their abilities). Not just dinos, but
also a space mecha. But it's a secret, I didn't tell you that.
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There are bosses, they look great and their patterns are easy to understand and learn. The first boss was perhaps too easy.

Occasionally, you get the chance to choose your path, which leads to different levels. You can't come back and there is no
indication what to expect rather than image on the map, so trust your guts. By the way, the levels don't have any titles. It's kinda
a problem, because you can't ask someone “hey, do you remember THAT level?”, the answer would be “ehhh, what level?”. The
game really needs at least something like “A1, B1, A2, B2”.

Another major flaw it's the level design and cheap enemy hits which come with it. It's all simple and OK on the first levels, but
later in the game you'll meet such “exciting” things like leaps of faith (jump down without seeing where you will land) or
enemies which attack you out of nowhere and get about 50% of your health with just one hit (scavenger on desert levels is the
reason why I stopped playing the game). There are also platforms which won't lead to anything and won't allow you to come
back – you land on it and that's it, the only way is to jump into abyss, restarting the level by that (by the way, there's no option to
restart it through the menu, only by dying).

Technical

There weren't any bugs during my walkthrough. The game feels well polished.
You can rebind the controls and the game works with Xbox One controller.

Dinocide is a clone in an ocean of clones, but it stands out by its high quality of everything. That's the reason I chose to play it
and it didn't disappoint. Still, depleting healthbar system is rather controversial and level design flaws cannot be ignored.

The review copy provided by the developer
Sasha Darko for Game Obscura. 8\/10
Pros: Tight controls, reminiscent of the original. Matter of fact, everything gives off a sense of the original or the GBA remake.
The graphics have been noticeably improved upon and the game plays very smooth with little to no stuttering.

Cons: Honestly, the soundtrack feels ripped from the GBA version and then just had that tinny sound removed. Was kinda
hoping for a bit more in this department since the music on the genesis could actually hold it's own against the two.

Verdict: If you don't care about the music then this is an instant pick up for any sh'mup fan, difficulty settings give this game
nice replayability and will keep you coming back for more.. Cute little dungeon crawler in the old school style. Once I figured
out how to open doors, I had quite a bit of fun.. Very hard game. I didn't think driving would be this hard. If I did tests for my
driving license, I think I would crash a few times. Overall a fun but stressful game. :(
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